
Honey  Jar !
I wake up underwater again, hands above my head. 

I’m reaching, but I keep descending. 

It’s floating through my fingertips, your name,  

Ascending with the pressure from my final breath. !
There’s not a word you haven’t heard before, 

And there’s not a truth you haven’t said. 

These lines we hook and throw, I follow through the air, into the water 

But from there, I do not see where they will go !
We’re running with the hive, one lagging foot behind, 

and too late, what’s left to take? 

We conquer and divide, and when the honey jar is dry,  

What’s left to taste? !
There’s not a word you haven’t heard before, 

And there’s not a truth you haven’t said 

On the ocean bed I lie, and I can see and look around. 

These lines were tangled, but down here they’re all spread out. !
I’ll let you sleep, and I won’t wake you. 

Don’t have a thing planned for tomorrow, there’s nothing we have to do 

Let’s not speak, we never have to. !
Focus, but not with your eyes, or all you’ll see is lines. 

We need some distance for the light to illuminate. 

Collect ‘em all, until you win, build it up around and in. 

Soon you’ll find yourself at the bottom of the well. !
There’s not a word you haven’t heard before, 

And there’s not a truth you haven’t said. 

That dot traced with your hand, but in time that star will grow. 

I swear to God I haven’t seen that mark before. !
Let’s not speak; we never have to. 

There are so many ways to say it, does it matter how you choose? 

I’ll let you sleep, and I won’t wake you.  !!
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Painting  My  Room !
I walked by at the same time that the sunshine painted over my room. 

That was beauty I typically sleep through.  

Beauty’s the window I look through to see you. 

I’ve only got a window of time to take it and make it all mine. 

To make you all mine. !
I drove past a sweet laugh. It was a woman all alone in an old 

limousine, 

Piled high with what seemed to be everything that she needed.  

Now I’m thinking all I’d bring if that was me laughing. 

But if I'm fleeing all alone it doesn’t matter what’s in tow,  

Without you I ain’t got no home. !
I lay down in my bed, the day’s tricklin’ and now im falling in.  

You must’ve known exactly where I’d be waiting. 

The brush of your hand so real, I know that I’m dreaming. 

With that light shining through, my eyes open and wake up next to you,  

The sunshine painting my room.  !!
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Meager  Paws !
The clouds come rolling, rolling, rolling in. 

As the sun goes down it starts raining. 

So we go inside, turn off the lights, and we watch 

As the lightning tears a hole through the sky. !
I see a glimpse of you, knees held tight 

searching for your words- behind the moon. 

Through the blinds it shines its light into your room, 

right on you. !
Your meager paws move in at dusk and surround me. 

You’re careful now, but your eager eyes are astounding.  !
The clouds come rolling, rolling, rolling in. 

As the sun goes down it starts raining. 

So we go inside, turn off the lights, and we watch, 

as the lightning tears a hole through the sky. !
Your meager paws move in at dusk and surround me. 

You’re careful now, but your eager eyes are astounding. 

My claws will prowl through the dark over your bones. 

You’re daring now, fast as I can just to follow. !!
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All  You   Can’t   Control !
Blue bird fades to grey, 

As the water in the bay loses its blue. 

Misconstrued your cry.  

I heard your lie; I took it for a truth.  !
Purge a mind that’s full.  

Grab all you can’t control, 

it controls you. !
Wind took your words up ahead. 

I was watching you instead; I took your cues. 

Sometimes I’m strong enough. 

You drew a breath and blew a wind that shook me loose.  !
Purge a mind that’s full. 

Grab all you can’t control,  

it controls you. !
Feathers change from blue;  

A luster-less grey hue, 

To match the bay. 

!
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Contrails !
It shows on my face like a breath in cold air. 

I fall through the fog, and I’ll stay suspended there.  

I brood in the truth, 

I can never have you. !
How long must you hold on to me? !
I follow your lead like contrails behind a plane. 

The choice that I have is exactly what you say. 

I muse in the truth, 

I’ll always be one step behind you. !
How long must you hold on to me? !
I caught on too late like a fish on your line. 

I reach for your heart, but get dragged back by mine. 

I stew in the truth, 

I can never get away from you.  !
How long must you hold on to me? 

!
!
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Aptos !
I smell a damp and hollowed wood, 

The window laced with condensation.   

I trace an outline where there once was a horizon. 

The morning dew will soak up close to noon. !
The fish arrive in late July. 

We walk the dock up to the sunkin’ ship they gather by.  

Then the flocks collide, a blackened cloud consumes the sky, 

and one by one the raindrops feed the sea.  !
That storm started with just a breeze.  !
We’ll post-up on that windowsill,  

And watch it from the shack on Aptos hill,  !
Sometimes the sun will sleep in too,  

and hide behind the gloom until it pulls around the moon.  

And now were upside down, the stars are strewn across the ground,  

and from above we watch ourselves below.  !
I go and stand there all the time,  

my toes up to the edge, my hands clenched to a rusty fence.  

I look down from the cliff and see some kids are playing with  

A baseball bat washed in with old debris.  !
One of those kids was me.  !
We’ll race back up that rocky trail. 

I’ll meet you at the shack on Aptos hill. !!
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